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About Us
Welcome To Our Company
International trading has been heavily emphasized in several regions across the globe especially in middle east countries, South
America, China and Russia .
Every country is working to improve their trading services. We
are working in close association with the people from across the
globe to promote international trading.
International trading have endless benefits and few of them has
been sidelined but we are closely working on the opportunities
that are to be unveiled. If you have a little interest in world trading, you must be aware of the fact that China is leading the market of International trading. We have extended our International
business in China as well to grab the endless opportunities.
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Kingpayments.net
Enhancing global marketing relationship and services at international platform.
Strengthening the skills of local partners to grab trade and market opportunities.
Working with local traders and investment support providers to improve the trading
services.
Developing novel and innovative approaches for trading.
Facilitating policy reforms to overcome any kind of obstacles to trade in goods and
services.

How It Works?

Are you excited about trading opportunity, follow these steps to
get started, the whole process is quite simple.

Make Investment
As soon as you register, a confirmation mail is sent.
Open your registered account and you will find an option, make
investment. Invest according to plan and click submit.

Create an account
Enter your basic information and click on create an account.
Once you have created an account, the next
step is to make an investment.

Withdrawal
Make a request to admin for withdrawal. The transaction is swift
and the investor gets the accredited amount into the wallet
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Investment Plans Of
Kingpayments.net
Trial Plan
2%

Profit per day

120%

Total profit for 10 days.

Deposits will be refunded at the end of the investment plan.
Earn profits: Monday through Sunday
$10

Minimum investment

$100

Maximum investment

Withdraw funds: Trial Plan doesn’t allow for daily withdrawals
and You will receive the deposit and profit after 10 days.
Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.
Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer

Level 1 Plan
4,5%

Profit per day for 28 days

Deposits won’t be refunded at the end of the investment plan (Included in accruals).
Earn profits: Monday through Sunday
$101

Minimum investment
$1,000

Maximum investment

Withdraw funds: Daily and Instant withdraw
Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.
Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer
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Level 2 Plan
4,6%

Profit per day for 36 days

Investment Plans Of
Kingpayments.net

Deposits won’t be refunded at the end of the investment plan
(Included in accruals).

$101

$1,000

Minimum investment

Maximum investment

Earn profits: Monday through Sunday
Withdraw funds: Daily and Instant withdraw
Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.
Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer

Level 3 Plan
4,7%

Profit per day for 48 days

Deposits won’t be refunded at the end of the investment plan
(Included in accruals).

$1,501

$2,500

Minimum investment

Maximum investment

Earn profits: Monday through Sunday
Withdraw funds: Daily and Instant withdraw
Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.
Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer
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Professional Level 1 Plan
1,2%

Profit per day for 365 days

Deposits won’t be refunded at the end of the investment plan (Included in accruals).

$100

Minimum investment

$2,500

Maximum investment

Earn profits: Monday through Sunday
Withdraw funds: Daily and Instant withdraw
Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.
Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer

Professional Level 2 Plan
1,3%

Profit per day for 365 days

Deposits won’t be refunded at the end of the investment plan (Included in accruals).

Earn profits: Monday through Sunday
$2,501

Minimum investment

$15,000

Maximum investment

Withdraw funds: Daily and Instant withdraw
Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.
Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer
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Professional Level 2 Plan
1,3%

Profit per day for 365 days

Deposits won’t be refunded at the end of the investment plan (Included in accruals).

Earn profits: Monday through Sunday

$15,001

Withdraw funds: Daily and Instant withdraw

Minimum investment

Minimum withdrawal: The KingPayments system has no limits to
withdraw. You can withdraw what You earned for any amount.

$200,000

Accept Payment: Perfect Money, Bitcoin (BTC), Payeer

Maximum investment

Affiliate Commission
We understand that if our investors are referring our plans with their friends they must be acknowledged therefore we offer alluring affiliate commission at various levels. Each registered
investor is given a unique referral link.
Invite your friends and receive

5%

Level 1

3%

Level 2

1%

Level 3

commission from their investing amounts.
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Our Fearures
We are the market leaders at International Level. We make best efforts to achieve what we have
anticipated. We have created a platform where you can invest and earn high returns. Also, you
can trade endlessly.

Maximum Profit
Earn alluring profits with us. We understand that you have earned money by doing hard work
therefore we have crafted the best plans that offer high ROI.

Completely Secure
Our simplified trading system connects you with matchless opportunities offered by trading.
Strong Protection. Find products globally and conduct your transactions on our secured international block chain platform.

Professionals
Work only with verified vendors and purchase products at reduced risks.

Why Choose Us
What makes us special is that we have first discovered the challenges and pitfalls that are involved
in trading. Our keen interest and highly qualified team have done extensive research and have
gained enormous experience.
We have been into the market from past many years and has helped endless number of investors
infulfilling their dream of earning huge money on regular interval.
We understand your expectation and problems then found relevant solutions and made
reliable plans. We offer combined expertise and in-depth experience to foster your success.
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Our Core Values
We aim to deliver smoother and easy to accessible high yielding investment plan for the
investors from around the globe. Our sole motive is to make our platform the reliable source
of passive income.
You do not need to be a guru in the field to
understand the process and make investment.
The affiliate
program is one more fascinating feature, the
possibility of additional income.
It is much better to earn income not only from
your deposit, but also from investments, because this will speed up your break-even.

Innovative
Technology
We have always made strategies that are
extensively practical, so that the business
expands at significant pace. We are happy to
announce that we are one of the most leading
investment company across the globe.
Our unique methodologies have made us
achieve the reputation among our competitors. The provision of innovative, cutting-edge
technology and market awareness to enable
improved business decision-making has been
at the heart of the company since inception.
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Mission
Or
Vision
The company is a renowned
service provider, because of the
impeccable trustworthiness. We
have worked hard to eliminate
the hassle to provide the best
services. Our website showcases very smooth functioning and
instantaneous transactions.
With us you can easily make
profits without any limitations.
Our technical expertise has
devised a platform that is highly
safe, extremely secure and simple to handle. We promise that
once you’ll invest with us you will
be our investor forever.
Lacking territorial and international access has pose obstacles
in the way, thus we have promised to bring the technology
and opportunity at e doorstep
of every individual who dreams
about investment. We strive
to become one of the leading International trading company.

Benfits

The Team

To get economically stable, most of the people
are searching for part-time jobs or for additional sources. We are providing an International
Trading and Investment platform to get high
ROI. We hold good reputation and credibility in
the market.

The company is lead by four highly experienced businessmen who are responsible for
the smooth trading and functioning of the
company. The company is based in UK from
where the foundation was laid. At present it
has many branches across the world. Trade
and Development policies and strategies are
investor friendly. The teammates follow the hierarchy and work with extreme dedication and
put efforts to get the best outcome. Our focus
area is not limited to high yield investment but
also at fostering good trading practices. We
have made policies that promote international
trading. Over the course of time, the team has
evolved from a small business enterprise to an
international investment

Additionally, we are utilizing cutting edge technology. The technology that is highly secure
and is strongly encrypted. Moreover, we maintain transparency and value time and investment of our investors. According to the plan,
get your earnings instantaneously and swiftly.
The reliable and sustainable investment platform from where you can earn huge additional
income to become economically stable. We use
a peer-to-peer networking structure. We use
sophisticated tools and encrypted algorithms
for trading. So, any kind of suspicious activity
can be monitored, thus, your investment is
completely secure with us.

platform with multifaceted operational domains. We have been actively contributing to a
number of sectors.
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Contact Us
admin@kingpayments.net
Address London E98 1NL, UK

